Active matter consists of self-propelled elements exhibits fascinating collective motions ranging from biological to artificial systems. Among wide varieties of active matter systems, reconstituted bio-filaments moving on molecular motor turf interacting purely by physical interactions provides the fundamental test ground for understanding biological motility. However, for the emergence of ordered patterns such as polar pattern, swirls, clusters, and density wave in actomyosin motility assay, multi-filament collisions are required instead of binary collision which is often assumed in kinetic theory. Similarly, for microtubules driven by kinesin motors to produce nematic ordered state, depletion agents or binding molecules are required to introduce strong alignment effects between filaments. Thus, whether simple physical interactions during collisions such as steric effect without depletion nor binding agents are sufficient or not for producing ordered patterns in motility assays remains still elusive. In this article, we constructed a motility assay purely consists of kinesin motor and microtubule in which the frequency of binary collision can be controlled without using depletion nor binding agents. By controlling strength of steric interaction and density of microtubules, we found different states; disordered state, long-range orientationally ordered state, liquid-gas-like phase separated state, and transitions between them. We found that a balance between cross over and aligning events in collisions controls transition from disorder to global ordered state, while excessively strong steric effect leads to the phase separated clusters. Furthermore, macroscopic chiral symmetry breaking observed as a global rotation of nematic order observed in this experiment could be attributed to the chirality at molecular level. Numerical simulations in which we change strength of volume exclusion reproduce these experimental results. Moreover, it reveals the transition from long-range alignment to nematic bands then to aggregations. This study may provide new insights into dynamic ordering by self-propelled elements through a purely physical interaction.
Introduction
Collective behavior of motile elements is ubiquitous in wide varieties of living systems ranging from molecular level to cellular level and even in individual animal levels. In these hierarchical systems, each motile element dissipates energy and transduces it into motion [4, 14, 17, 25, 28, 29, 38, 44, 47, 58, 60, 64, 65, 69] . The group of such objects can organize sustained collective motion at each level as in cytoplasmic streaming driven by molecular motors, moving clusters in bacterial colonies, swirling in cell tissues, and flocking of birds. Interactions in these systems diversely include mechanical, chemical, and informational processes. Statistical mechanics manifests that details of the elements and interactions become irrelevant for a large system size limit, and global behavior is determined by a few factors such as dimensionality and symmetries of the systems thanks to the universality 1 classes. This is the common belief that collectives of motile elements can be regarded theoretically as active matter systems irrespective of whether the system is living or artificial [2, 6, 15, 16, 32, 41, 43, 54, 61, 63, 68] . Nevertheless, subtle difference in interactions sometimes makes all the difference. Such an example exists even in the fundamental motile systems consist of molecular motors and bio-filaments which cause most of complex motile behaviors in living systems. In a large parameter space of these systems, diverse patterns are observed. Despite great research efforts, general understanding of what difference in interactions of constituents bring different patterns still remains elusive. In this article, we constructed a motility assay consists of kinesin motor and microtubule in which the frequency of binary collision can be controlled without using depletion nor binding agents. By controlling strength of volume exclusion interaction and density of filaments, we found different states; disordered state, long-range orientational ordered (LOO) state, liquidgas-like phase separated (LGS) state, and transitions between them. We found that a balance between crossing-over and aligning events between colliding filaments controls transition from disordered to LOO states, while excessively strong volume exclusion interaction leads to a cluster (LGS) state. This finding gives a unified view for seemingly different phases; cluster phase and long range nematically ordered phase in suspension of bacteria observed in independent experiments, as two limiting cases expected to appear by varying excluded volume interaction [44, 47, 69] .
The reconstituted cytoskeletal systems consists of the smallest elements at the size of nano meter scale, thus they have a possibility to attain the maximum system size (the ratio of the system size to elementary size) among a variety of active matter systems. There are several combinations in these systems. The first combination is actin filaments and myosin motors. High concentration of actin filaments led to polar pattern [7, 20, 52] , loops [53] , swirls, clusters, and density wave [50, 51, 57] , where emergence of ordered patterns could not be explained solely from alignment by binary collision of filaments, instead multi-filament collisions are required [57] . The second combination is microtubule (MT) and dynein motors [55] . In this case, the ratio of crossing-over to all events was about 30% in binary collisions. It suffices to give rise to an ordered pattern, however, MTs eventually formed large "vortices" in which MTs aligned their orientations nematically with each other. Origin of vortex pattern was attributed to the intrinsic curvature of MTs trajectories and its memory effect. The third combination is MT and kinesin motors,in which following several patterns were known to emerge [18, 23, 24, 26, 30, 34, 37, 49, 59] . One is tiny loop arising from the steric barrier between MT segments [23, 26, 30, 37, 59] . Another pattern is a "stream", which shows global alignment appearing at high MT density [24, 49] . In order to realize global order, either depletion agents (methylcellulose) or binding molecules for MTs were required [27] . Also, asters and topological defects appear in MT and kinesin mixed solution [10, 56, 62] .
In this paper, we focus on the reconstructed system of MTs and kinesins. When kinesin motors are immobilized on the substrate with non-specific binding, no significant pattern has emerged in motility assay composed of only MTs and kinesins in consistent with previous reports. The fact would be the consequence that a large part of kinesins are not functioning due to non-specific binding to glass surface and hight of functioning kinesins were not uniform, which results in lack of collision interaction between MTs. To solve this problem, we coated glass surface with surfactant Pluronic F-127 to avoid non-specific binding. F-127 is tri-block copolymer of ABA type with A being hydrophilic and B being hydrophobic. We introduced a specific binding spot for kinesin into the two footing parts A which stem from the central part B on the substrate. The height of Pluronic F-127 molecule is about 30 nm, the size of kinesin motors bound to F-127 is about 10 nm, and the diameter of MT gliding on kinesins is 25 nm. This procedure to make the height of kinesin even, microtubules can be confined into two dimensions and then MTs always collide and align without overlapping when all F-127 molecules are functionalized.
Owing to treatment to promote collision interaction, we found dense gliding MTs form "liquid-gas-like phase separation(LGS)" pattern. This LGS pattern is rather similar to those in bacteria gliding on an ager surface exhibiting moving cluster pattern [47, 65, 69] . Considering that bacteria swimming highly confined to a quasi-2-dimensional thin chamber showed global alignment pattern [44] , overlapping of moving particles seemed to enable them to generate non-cluster pattern in two dimensions. Also, numerical simulations of motile rods changing the strength of volume exclusion have shown the formation of moving clusters and lanes [2] . Those suggested the possibility that MTs form other patterns if we could control the ratio between aligning and cross over events during collision. Figure 1 : Schematic images of the motility assay controlling kinesin density. When the kinesin density is low, the intervals of the kinesins attaching on a MT are wide enough for MTs to crossing over (left). When it is high, MTs adhere to glass surface through kinesin, preventing them from crossing over (right).
To do this, we decreased kinesin density by reducing the ratio of concentration of functionalized Pluronic to that of non-functionalized one, kinesins can bind only the sites of functionalized Pluronic. At the limit of high kinesin density, MTs are forbidden to overlap because of tight adhesion to kinesin-coated surface at uniform height promoting collisions (Fig. 1, right) . In contrast, at the lower kinesin density, MTs can overlap because intervals of kinesins attaching on a single MT are wide and the tip of the MT is free from the confinement of kinesin-coated surface (Fig. 1, left) . With this lowered kinesin density assay, we found that gliding MTs form another new pattern, "long-range orientational ordered (LOO)", which is similar to a global alignment pattern of swimming bacteria highly confined to a quasi-2-dimensional thin chamber [44] . Since, MTs are about 5 µm length and those in this pattern were aligning at least an 1 mm × 1 mm region. It is the largest system showing global alignment.
Whether objects can overlap or not is interpreted as a degree of strength of volume exclusion. Stronger volume exclusion can align pair of colliding MTs more frequently, so that it might be thought to form global alignment. Surprisingly, our results suggest that weak volume exclusion forms LOO state while strong volume exclusion forms LGS. In addition, as shown in Fig.4 , we found that the phase transition occurred depending on MT density. With weak volume exclusion, i.e. at the lower kinesin density, increasing the MT density led to the the phase transition from disordered to LOO patterns through phase coexistence regime. In contrast, with strong volume exclusion, i.e. at high kinesin density, it led to phase transition from disordered to LGS patterns. Moreover, to confirm this tendency, we carried out numerical simulations applying the particlebased model of self-propelled objects with volume exclusion. Numerical results followed our experimental observations. Consequently, these results suggest that the above-mentioned two patterns observed in a system with unidirectional motion and nematic alignment could be explained by the parameter of volume exclusion. Also we report striking behaviors, global rotation of orientation at low kinesin density and loop formation at high kinesin density.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to brief descriptions of experimental preparation and method. In Section 3.1, we examine kinesin density can control the strength of volume exclusion in our experimental system. We analyze the effect of volume exclusion on global pattern of both experiment and numerical simulation in Section 3.2. To explain the global behavior, we study binary collision interaction in Section 3.3. We discuss and then summarize our results in Section 4 and 5.
Materials and Methods

Preparation of MT and kinesin
Tubulins were purified from porcine brain using a high-molarity PIPES buffer (1 M PIPES, 20 mM EGTA, and 10 mM MgCl 2 ; pH adjusted to 6.8 using KOH) as described previously [8] . Rhodamine-labeled tubulins and Alexa 488-labeled tubulins were prepared using 5-(and-6)carboxy-tetramethyl-rhodamine succinimidyl ester (Invitrogen, C1171), and Alexa Fluor 488 succinimidyl ester (Alexa Fluor 488-SE R ; Invitrogen A20000), 3 respectively, according to the standard techniques [21] . These two differently labeled tubulins (8 % labeled, 3.0 mg/ml) were separately polymerized into MTs in the presence of guanosine-5'-[(α, β)-methyleno]triphosphate (GMPCPP) (1 mM), and BRB80 buffer (80 mM PIPES-KOH, 1 mM MgSO 4 , 1 mM EGTA, pH 6.8) in 37
• C for 30 min. The MT solution was diluted to 0.15 mg/ml with taxol (final 50 µM) and left for at least 2 days. Length of MTs prepared in this method ranged from 4 to 8 µm (See Supplementary Information (SI) [1] ). The final solution was made by mixing these two solutions labeled with different fluorophores such MTs that the ratio of the number of Alexa 488-labeled MTs to the total MT number ranged between 1 and 5 %. The SNAP-tagged kinesin-1 (rat KIF5C truncated at 430 amino acids, and fused with SNAP-tag and sixhistidine tag at the C-terminus) was expressed in Escherichia coli Rosetta2 (DE3) and prepared as described previously [13] .
Synthesis of BG-functionalized Pluronic F-127
The terminal hydroxyl groups of Pluronic F-127 were functionalized with benzylguanine via an amine terminated Pluronic F-127 [36] . Pluronic F-127 (2 g, 0.16 mmol; Sigma-Aldrich, P2443) was dissolved in 6 ml of benzene and slowly added into a stirred solution of 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate (192 mg, 0.954 mmol; Tokyo Chemical Industry, C1400) in 6 ml benzene. The solution (12 ml) was continuously stirred at room temperature for 24 h under nitrogen atmosphere. The resulting yellow-colored solution was mixed with 200 ml of ice cold diethyl ether for 5 min using a magnetic stirrer. The precipitate was then collected by vacuum filtration (Millipore, model WP6110060; TGK, 0371430103) through a membrane filter with 47 mm in diameter (Whatman, 1450-090; manually cut with a circle cutter). The precipitate was further washed by 4-5 additional cycles of dissolving and precipitating until the precipitate turns white and then dried under vacuum overnight. The activated F-127 (≈1 g) was dissolved in methanol. One milliliter of hydrazine monohydrate solution (Wako, 081-00893) was added drop-wise and stirred at room temperature for 16 h under nitrogen atmosphere. The product was precipitated with 120 ml of diethyl ether and vacuum filtered (Sansyo, 81-0106) through a 90-mm membrane filter. The precipitate was washed four times. The vacuum dried F-127-amine (6.4 mg) and an amine-reactive benzylguanine reagent (2 mg; New England Biolabs, BG-GLA-NHS, S9151S) was dissolved in 0.3 ml of anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide, allowed to stand at room temperature overnight, and dried under vacuum for at least 4 hours. The product was then dissolved in 0.65 ml of Milli-Q water. The precipitated benzylguanine reagent was removed with a spin filter (Millipore, UltraFree 0.1 µm, UFC30VV25). The filtrate was further filtered through a Zeba spin filter (Thermo Scientific, 7k MWCO, 89882) to remove dissolved benzylguanine reagent. The filtrate was stored at −80
• C.
Preparation of flow chamber
Teflon-coated coverslips were prepared as described previously [12] . A flow chamber was made of 22 mm ×32 mm Teflon coating coverslip and 18 mm × 18 mm coverslip with parafilm as a spacer. The flow chamber was first filled with Pluronic F127 functionalized with benzylguanine.After 10 minutes incubation, the flow chamber was washed out with BRB80 (50 ml) and introduced 0.25 mg/ml SNAP-tagged kinesin-1 solution. After another 10 minutes incubation and washing, we filled with the dual-colored MT solution described above into the chamber. The flow chamber was again incubated for 5-10 minutes to allow the MTs to bind kinesins, and then washed out with Assay buffer (10 µM taxol, 25 mM glucose, and 200 µg/ml glucoseoxidase, 40 µg/ml catalase, and 140 mM bata-melcaptoethanol in BRB80). Finally, we introduced ATP solution with the ATP regenerating system (10 mM ATP, 2 unit/ml pyruvate kinase/lactate dehydrogenase, and 2.5 mM phosphoenol-pyruvate in Assay buffer) into the flow chamber.
To control the kinesin density on the glass surface of a chamber, we changed ratio of Pluronic F127 functionalized with benzylguanine. The mixing ratios of functionalized Pluronic F127 to non-functionalized one were adjusted to be 5% and 100%. Each made kinesin density (6.1 ± 0.7) × 10 3 molecules per µm 2 and (2.5 ± 0.6) × 10 3 molecules per µm 2 , respectively. 4
Microscopy and image capture
To observe the motility of MTs, samples were illuminated with a 100 W mercury lamp and visualized by Leica DMI 6000B using a objective lens HCX PL APO 63x/1.40-0.60 OIL CS (Leica). Images were captured using EMCCD camera (iXon Ultra, Andor) connected to a PC. For observations of binary collision, snapshots were taken at every 10 sec for 3 hours. And for observation of patterns, we scanned and stitched multiple area to get a wide snapshot. Images and movies of motility assays of MTs captured by the fluorescence microscopy were analyzed using the image analysis software ImageJ, and the algorithm which we have developed in python with scikit-image and python image library. To assess the effect of kinesin density on the volume exclusion, we observed behaviors of two MTs during collision at each kinesin density. The experiments were conducted under a dilute condition, 0.4 × 10 −3 filaments per µm 2 . MTs showed isotropic and homogeneous state at this diluted density. The behaviors after collision can be classified three types; crossing-over, alignment, and anti-alignment [ Fig. 2 (a)-(c)]. We firstly define crossing-over as collision events having one or more snapshots in which the observing pair of MTs forms four branches [the third to fifth snapshots in Fig. 2 (a) ]. From the rest of events, alignment was defined such that the outgoing angle θ out is smaller than π/2, and anti-alignment is defined otherwise. Incoming and outgoing angle θ in , θ out are defined as the angle at which two MTs touch and detach, respectively.
As mention in Sec 2, we prepared and observed chambers at two different kinesin densities. At the higher kinesin density of (6.1 ± 0.7) × 10 3 molecules per µm 2 , no crossing-over was observed [ Fig.2 (e) ]. On the other hand, 10% of events showed crossing over at the lower kinesin density of (2.5 ± 0.6) × 10 3 molecules per µm 2 [yellow circle marker in Fig.2 (d) ]. MTs can crossing-over only when the volume exclusion is weak, so that these results indicate that the strength of the volume exclusion can be controlled via kinesin density. Although crossing-over ratio for the higher kinesin density is not very different from that for the lower kinesin density, but it is enough to produce different behaviors. Whether crossing-over is possible or not depends on whether the tip can surmount the height of the MT. The height of a MT is about 25 nm, and it is almost the same as the average interval of kinesin at the lower kinesin density. It would generate crossing-over after collision as shown in Fig.2 
(d).
In addition to the density-dependent behaviors, Figs. 2 (d) and (e) clearly give angle-dependent behavior. Alignments tend to occur at acute incoming angle, θ in < π/2, and anti-alignments tend to occur at obtuse incoming angle, θ in > π/2 at both kinesin densities [Figs. 2 (d) and (e)]. This implies that velocity alignment is nematic in this experimental system.
Global patterns
Appearing patterns depending on kinesin density
As mentioned above, our experimental set up enabled us to control the strength of volume exclusion (See Sec. 3.1). Using this set up, we found two different patterns depending on the kinesin density. Figures 3(a) and (b) show time evolution of patterns at the higher and lower kinesin densities, respectively. At the higher kinesin density, MTs started to segregate spontaneously and go into the "liquid-gas-like phase separation (LGS)" state forming clusters which were moving around in random directions [ Fig. 3(a) ]. In an individual cluster, MTs were aligned in parallel and almost all of them moved in the same direction, thus forming polar cluster. Crawling around, the clusters often merged with other and sometimes splitting into small polar clusters. In contrast at the lower kinesin density, gliding MTs eventually aligned their orientation and went into the "long-range orientational ordered (LOO)" state in 30 minutes [ Fig. 3(b) ]. In this state, MTs move in both directions.
Critical densities depending on kinesin density
Not only the kinesin density but also the MT density strongly affected the global patterns [ Fig.4 ]. Below a critical density ρ c , the pattern was homogeneous and isotropic. In this paper, we call it "disordered state". Above ρ c , pattern was the LOO or LGS state depending on kinesin density. The critical density ρ c also depended on the kinesin density, varying from 0.01 to 0.04 µm −2 . And the critical density ρ c can be quantified according to a degree of accumulation and an orientational order.
A significant feature in the LGS state is density-segregation which is characterized by the degree of accumulation calculated in the following way. We assumed intensity of each pixel at each sliced time I(r, t) is linearly increased with MT density. We calculated the static structure function F s (q) and the intermediate structure function F i (q, t) as follows: At the higher kinesin density, pattern was transited from disordered to order state at 0.01 filaments per µm 2 . Moreover, ordered state at the higher kinesin density was categorized by dynamics of clusters which emerged in this ordered state. Clusters were moving around below 0.07 filaments per µm 2 ("moving cluster"), while they got into and formed "aggregation" above the MT density. At the lower kinesin density, when the filament density is lower than 0.032 per µm 2 , the disordered state is observed, whereas when the density is higher than it, the coexistence of ordered and disordered patterns is observed. The border between ordered and disordered regions is represented by a yellow broken line in a bottom middle image, whose kinesin density is low and MT density is 0.036 filaments per µm 2 . Above 0.05 filaments per µm 2 , MTs showed the LOO pattern. Bar is 20 µm. whereĨ is the Fourier transform of the intensity I, and · |q|=q is ensemble average that satisfies |q| = q. Figure S12 (a) shows F s (q)/F s (0) for each MT density. The static structure function of isolated MTs and clusters are expected to decay as a function;
(see SI [1] ). The fitting coefficient B represents the typical cluster size, and A represents the degree of accumulation. We found that the parameter A drastically increased at 0.01 filaments par µm 2 [ Fig. 5(a) ], which means MT density was high enough to form cluster. We adopted 0.01 filaments par µm 2 as the critical density for the LGS state ρ
LGS c . Next we investigate dynamics of clusters in this state. Just above critical density from disorder to the LGS state, MTs form clusters crawling around. We defined this type of cluster as "moving cluster". As MT density increases, cluster-cluster collision in opposite directions became dominant and slowed down the speed of a merging cluster. We call this type of cluster, in particular, aggregation. To characterize "moving clusters" and "aggregation", we compared the intermediate scattering function at 0.1 µm −1 in wavelength q for each MT density [ Fig.5(b) ]. In the moving cluster state, F i (q = 0.1, t) decays fast with time t. Each cluster moves with a certain velocity and it makes the intermediate function decay with the following function
(see SI [1] ). The fitting parameter V corresponds to the moving velocity of the structure with the size of 1/q. We define the density threshold for the aggregation state as a density at which the moving velocity V decreased drastically. As shown in Fig. 4(b) , we found that the fitting parameter V drops abruptly at 0.07 filaments par µm 2 . At the lower kinesin density, orientation of MTs tended to be parallel for wide area. We characterized it by using the orientational order S, which is calculated using the following equation,
where · r is the average over pixels in each ROI in the j-th image, and · j is the average over ROIs with the size of 200 µm × 200 µm in the image. We calculated orientation θ(r) by OrientationJ (See SI for the details [1] ). As shown by blue markers in Fig. 5 (c) , S significantly increased at the middle density, 0.032 and 0.050 filaments per µm 2 . At these densities, we observed coexistence of ordered and disordered area. A color map of the local orientational order in Fig. 5(d) obviously illustrates high and low order regions spreading in bottom and top of a snapshot, respectively. Also, the histogram of local orientational order of the same snapshot clearly shows bi-modality whose peaks are at S = 0.4 and 0.6 [ Fig.5(c-3) ] Distributions at the both lower and higher MT densities are uni-modal [Figs. 5(c-2 and 4)]. To assess the expansion of the ordered area, we measured fraction of ordered area S > 0.5 in each snapshot at each MT density [red markers in Fig.  5(a) ]. The fraction was 0 below 0.036 filaments per µm 2 , and it increased abruptly at the middle density. Based on these results, coexistence of ordered and disordered area appeared at ρ CE = 0.036 filaments per µm 2 . In a simulation study observing orientation order of particles with uni-directional motion and nematic interaction, it is reported that such coexistence appears as nematic band [15] . Above 0.05 filaments per µm 2 , the fraction was 1. It means ordered area extended at least for image size 1 mm × 1 mm. We adopted 0.05 filaments par µm 2 as the critical density for the LOO state ρ LOO c .
Long range order of the orientational ordered pattern
As showing in Fig. 6(a) , MTs at low-kinesin density exhibited long-range alignment across more than 1 mm. To examine these patterns have long-range orientational order, we calculated orientational order for various size of area as follows; where R runs from 4 to 400 µm. When R is 200 µm, S(R) is the same as Eq. (5). At all MT densities, S(R) decayed toward each asymptotic value S 0 [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Figure 6 (c) plots S(R)−S 0 at each MT density. As MT density increases, a decay of S(R) − S 0 became steeper. All of those decay curves were close to exponential. Considering the mean MT length is about 5 µm and S(R)− S 0 at higher density than 0.050 saturate at values larger than 0.6 before R = 400µm, MTs show long-range orientational order. It is worth noting that S(R) decays algebraically toward a saturated value S 0 instead of exponential decay, in the bacterial suspension experiment [44] and numerical simulation [15] in which true long range orders are believed to be observed for active systems with uni-directional motion and nematic alignment. In the present experiment, algebraic decay was observed only when the final pattern appeared more disordered. The exponential decay toward a saturation implies the presence of a characteristic length scale. It might be the length scale of undulation of aligned bundles as is seen in Fig.6(a) . The understanding the mechanism of this undulation is missing at present.
Slow rotation dynamics of the orientational ordered pattern
We found that the direction of LOO rotated at around 0.05 filaments per µm 2 [ Fig. 7(a) ]. Figure 7(b) gives the following function representing the rotation:
where S(t) is S(R = 200 µm) at time t, and Θ(t) is the direction of the LOO at time t. Keeping the high orientational order S(t), the global orientation of MTs Θ(t) rotates about π radian in 6 hours. The average velocity of MTs gliding on the lower kinesin density is about 0.2 µm/s, so that a MT runs about 4.3 mm when the direction of LOO rotates π. Such rotation was observed in every area of the sample extended over more than 4 mm × 4 mm. This chiral symmetry breaking in a global nematic ordered state could be attributed to the chirality of microtubule filaments. It is known that 14-protofilament microtubules are dominant (96%) in MTs polymerized in the presence of GMPCPP as in our protocol [22] . 14-mer is also richer (61%) than the normal 13-protofilament microtubules (32%) in some standard protocols for polymerizing microtubule [48] . The 14-protofilament MT has a left-handed chirality with super-twisted protofilament-lattice. If kinesin bound at the substrate moves along the protofilaments then the microtubule must rotate counterclockwise when looking in the direction of motion [48] . Counterclockwise spinning MTs in their propulsion exhibit clockwise rotation on the substrate when looking from the top which corresponds to counterclockwise rotation in the inverted microscope as in the present experiment (shown in Fig.7 ). If each MT experiences clockwise torque at each point then overall nematic pattern should rotate in clockwise (counterclockwise under inverted microscope) direction synchronously over the space. This is similar to the phenomenon that swimming bacteria on the substrate exhibit clockwise rotating trajectories owing to the interaction between counterclockwise rotating flagella and the solid substrate [11, 19, 35, 39] . This is also similar to Lehman rotation effect of chiral nematic liquid crystal under non-equilibrium conditions in which global pattern rotate since each molecule rotates at each position due to cross coupling effect between thermal gradient and angular speed through molecular chirality [45, 66, 67] . A weak chiral symmetry breaking in progressive MTs has been also observed in motility assay with dynein motors [55] and with kinesin [31] . Although the hierarchical connection between molecular level chirality of MTs and macroscopic level is still elusive in cell chirality formation in developmental process of organisms, similar connection is well studied in macroscopic rotational motion of chiral liquid crystals due to non-equilibrium cross coupling effect [67] .
Numerical simulations
To test whether the patterns are actually determined by the strength of volume exclusion, we carried out numerical simulations based on the particle-based stochastic model of self-driven objects with nematic alignment and various strengths of volume exclusion. The numerical model based on the similar motivation was in detail investigated in Ref. [2] , in which the rod-shaped elements are explicitly assumed and alignment between the rods is individually induced by volume exclusion. Here we propose a new numerical model as 
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follows. Main feature of our model is that the strengths of alignment interaction and volume exclusion can be independently controlled; namely, we here consider the case that, even when an object can cross over others easily, their directions can be aligned well with each other. Our model also assumes anisotropic mobility so that each object hardly moves toward the direction perpendicular to its polarity, which corresponds to the length axis of the MT in motility-assay experiments. This model can be mathematically formalized as given in the next paragraph, while more details of this model are found in SI [1] .
Let us assume N objects in a square box with periodic boundaries in two dimensions. Location of the j-th object x j = (x j , y j ) (j = 1, 2, · · · , N ) evolves over time t obeying
where the vector q j means the polarity of the j-th object. The polarity is assumed to maintain the constant magnitude, i.e. q j = (cos θ j , sin θ j ), and the direction θ j obeys
Anisotropic mobility is introduced through the anisotropic friction tensor Z(q j ) in the left hand side of Eq. (8), which is defined by Z(q j ) = q j ⊗ q j + r −1 ζ (I − q j ⊗ q j ) with the ratio r ζ = ζ /ζ ⊥ of friction coefficients in parallel ζ and perpendicular directions ζ ⊥ and the unit vector along the polarity direction q j = (cos θ j , sin θ j ). Here, ⊗ mean the tensor product, and I is the identity matrix. The first term in the right hand side of Eq. (8) assumes that each object moves along its polarity q j with a constant velocity v 0 in the absence of volume exclusion interactions. The second term means mechanical volume interaction, which is given by
when |∆x j,j ′ | < r with ∆x j,j ′ = x j ′ − x j , and J v j = 0 otherwise. The coefficient β indicates the strength of volume exclusion, and r is the interaction range. The first and second terms in the right hand side of Eq. (9) mean nematic interaction, given by
when |∆x j,j ′ | < r with ∆x j,j ′ = x j ′ −x j , and J q j = 0 otherwise. The interaction range of nematic interaction is assumed here to be identical to that of mechanical volume interaction, r. The coefficient α indicates the strength of the nematic alignment. The last term ξ j (t) in Eq. (9) indicates the noise on the polarity, assumed as Gaussian white noise with ξ j = 0 and
where R is the dispersion of noise and it corresponds to the inverse correlation time of polarity direction for an isolated object. Time evolution of x j and θ j are numerically calculated based on Eqs. (8) and (9) by the Heun's method. Time t is discretized into steps with the interval dt = 0.004, and the numerical integration is carried out up to t = 2, 560. The parameters are set v 0 = 1, r ζ = 0.01, R = 0.1, α = 5 and r = 1. Linear system size L depends on the object density ρ as L = N/ρ both for x and y directions with the given number of objects N . The results with the number of objects N = 20, 000 recapitulate our experimental observations well. When the strength of volume exclusion is high enough as β = 5, the LGS state with motion-less aggregations is observed for high object density and disordered state is observed for low object density [ Fig. 8(a) ]. In fact, the LGS state is quantified in Fig. 8(b) , showing the degree of accumulation A at the steady state against various object density, and it shows similar tendency with experimental observation given in Fig. 5(a) . The typical size of aggregation gets larger for increasing object density. Furthermore, as shown in Figs. S2 and 
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Rescaled variance S3, at ρ > 1 for β ≥ 5 the almost entire space is filled with objects, where topological defects and their slow pair annihilation dynamics are observed (See SI [1] ; see Fig. 9(d) also) . In contrast, when objects had low strength of volume exclusion as β = 0.07, the LOO, nematic band and disordered state were observed depending on the object density. The LOO state is quantified through global orientational order S and fraction ordered ROIs and histograms of local orientational order at the steady state against various object density in Fig. 9(c) , which agrees well with the experimental result in Fig. 4(c) . Note that it is known that the orientational order becomes zero for larger system size since the bending mode of the stream is unstable in the phase coexistence regime or the nematic band [15] .
To examine crossing over from the LOO to the LGS when the volume exclusion effect increases, we investigated the structure and dynamics at the steady state for various volume exclusion strength β in Fig.  9 for ρ = 1.5, ρ = 1.0 and ρ = 0.5 (with N = 40, 000, N = 80, 000 and N = 80, 000, resp.). To quantify the structure, we evaluated fraction of the region where orientational order is high as S > 0.75 and variance of the order parameter, as shown by the red squares in Fig. 9(a) for firstly ρ = 1.5. The fraction of ordered region is almost 1 for β ≤ 0.1, whereas at β ≥ 0.2, it becomes smaller and deviates from 1 [ Fig. 9(a) ; red diamonds]. Further increase of β for β ≥ 1 leads to the increase of the fraction, and for β ≥ 5 we find that it the ordered fraction gets roughly 1 again. The typical snapshots at each value of β are illustrated in Fig.  9 (b)-(d): For β = 0.05, the LOO state was observed [ Fig. 9(b) ], which was the same as a pattern when β = 0.07 and object density was 0.95 in Fig. 8(a) . In contrast, for β = 0.5, the density phase separation occurs [ Fig. 9(c) ]. Furthermore, for β = 10, the entire system gets filled with objects [ Fig. 9(d) ] because the objects become unable to overlap with each other [ Fig. 9(a) ; β ≥ 5]. We refer to this state as confluent state in this article. The same conclusion is obtained by evaluating the rescaled variance of orientational orderṼar(S) = (∆S ROI ) 2 / S ROI 2 ROI,t with the orientational order S ROI defined in each ROI and its variance (∆S ROI ) 2 over various ROIs and time [ Fig. 9(a) ; black inverse triangles]. We identified the regimes I, II and III in Fig. 9(a) by looking at whetherṼar(S) is almost zero or not. Each regime corresponds to the LOO, phase separated and confluent states, respectively. Next we investigated the case for ρ = 1 as shown in Figs. 9(e)-(h). We found that, also in this case, the homogeneous order is violated when β is increased larger than 0.1 [see red circles in Fig. 9(e) ]. However, the confluent state is not observed even at β = 10 [ Fig. 9(h) ]. The same analyses were performed also for ρ = 0.5, as shown in Figs. 9(i)-(l) . The fraction of ordered region decreases for increasing β at β < 0.2, whereas at β ≥ 0.5, it takes around 0.3. Again note that the bending mode of this band is known to become unstable with much larger system size [15] . When one increases β up to 0.2, the band become much narrower and the bending mode becomes unstable within smaller length scale [ Fig. 9(k) ]. For larger β like β = 10, the band itself gets disassembled [ Fig. 9(l) ]. We also investigated the dynamics by firstly evaluating the average speed of objects in ordered regions. In what follows, we focus on Figs. 9(i)-(l). As shown by blue circles in Fig. 9(i) , the average speed gradually decreases as the volume exclusion strength β is increased. The average speed stays finite even for β = 10, where the snapshot already shows the aggregation state. This can be because that objects in an aggregation can slowly move into the direction perpendicular to that of orientational order, since the anisotropy of friction r ζ is finite here. To see only the object motion along the direction of orientation order of each aggregation, we also plotted the squared velocity correlated with orientational order
[The magenta squares in Fig. 9(i) ] with the object number fraction n ROI ≡ (1/N ) k:ROI 1 and the tensor orientational order S ROI ij ≡ k:ROI 2[q i q j − (1/2)δ ij ] (i = x, y, j = x, y) in each ROI, and the velocity vector v k i (i = x, y) of each object (k-th object). The summation k:ROI ran over objects in the ROI, and the average · ROI was taken over the various ROI locations. Also, S ROI was the orientation order defined in the ROI, which was identical with the positive eigenvalue of the tensor order parameter S ROI ij . This variable V 2 S is also showing the gradual decrease as β is increased, and at β ≫ 0.1, asymptotically goes to zero for increasing β. The similar shapes of curves are obtained also in Figs. 9(a) and (e).
Statistics of binary collisions
In the previous subsections, we found various collective patterns of MTs like the LOO and LGS states depending on the strength of volume exclusion. To understand the mechanism how the volume exclusion affects the emerging patterns, we examined the statistics of binary collisions between MTs. We decreased the MT density to 0.4 × 10 −3 filaments per µm 2 to focus on only pair interactions between isolated MTs experimentally. When two filaments encountered each other, they exhibited three types of behaviors: crossingover, alignment or anti-alignment, as already shown in Figs. 2(a)-(c) .
To quantify consequence of binary collision, we measured incoming and outgoing angles defined in Sec. 3.1 and duration time τ for the lower and higher kinesin density. The duration time is defined as a time between two MTs touch to detach. In order to characterize degree of alignment just after collisions independently of other factor like fluctuation of moving direction, we especially defined perfect alignment and anti-alignment assigned θ out = 0 and π respectively as the followings: (1) events in which the one of colliding MTs becomes parallel and anti-parallel to the other, respectively, (2) events whose τ is longer than the time by which a MT glides 4 µm and the incoming angle θ in is smaller and larger than π/2, respectively. As shown by the red lines in Fig. 10(a) , which indicate averages of the outgoing angles for every π/9 incoming angles, binary collision gives rise to nematic alignment at the lower kinesin density. In contrast, at the higher kinesin density, binary collisions with obtuse incoming angles exhibited effective polar alignment rather than nematic alignment [ Fig.  10(b) ].
Based on this observation, we slightly modified the numerical model given in the previous subsection to recapitulate effective polar alignment tendency given in Fig. 10(b) . Simulation results with this model are shown in Fig. S8 , which actually shows the moving clusters.
In comparing situations at high and low kinesin densities, a clear difference appears in distribution of the duration time of collision τ defined above. At the higher kinesin density, the acute incoming angle tends to show longer duration time τ than that of the obtuse incoming angles while τ at the lower kinesin density did not exhibit a significant difference between acute and obtuse incoming angles [ Fig. 10(c) ]. To qualify this difference, we define the following function:
where τ ({θ in }) is mean duration time of collision for a set of θ in . As obviously indicated by T in Fig. 10(d) , only the τ at the higher kinesin density had a difference. Based on these results, we assumed that asymmetry of duration time τ produced the coherent motions of MTs in a single cluster. If a MT collides at the pair of MTs, three MTs are aligned to be parallel and then the middle one, which is sandwiched by the others, cannot escape from the group [ Fig. 10(e) ]. Thus, a condition of cluster formation can be estimated by the duration time τ and collision frequency z. When z is larger than 1/τ , clusters are formed. We assume the MT density ρ is uniform at the initial state, and z is represented by the following equation:
where ℓ refers to a typical length of a MT, and v m is a typical velocity of a MT. One can obtain the condition for the cluster formation by replacing z by the inverse duration time 1/τ in Eq. (15) . We obtained the lowest density to form cluster, ρ est c , to be ∼ 0.02 filaments per using the real values of parameters, τ ∼ 300 s, ℓ ∼ 5 µm, and v m ∼ 0.05 µm/s. This value of ρ est c is comparable with the experimental result, ρ
LGS c = 0.01 filaments per µm 2 . It appears that a long accompaniment after collide in acute angle causes polar motion of a cluster. Note that the kinesin density also affects velocity of MTs. Speed at low kinesin density is 0.2 µm/s and that at high kinesin density is 0.05 µm/s. Although MTs run slower as the kinesin density increases, it dose not change the consequence of this discussion.
Loop formation
As we discussed in Sec. 3.3, clear difference of duration time between alignment and anti-alignment led to unidirectional motion of each cluster at high kinesin density. After forming clusters, cluster-cluster collisions became dominant as shown in the areas surrounded by blue lines in Fig. 11 and SI movie 2 [1] . Also, some moving clusters changed its direction of motion and then formed loops and arcs to which all MTs belonging rotate in the same direction [ Figs. 11(a)-(c) ]. The average inner diameter was 4.2 µm. These loops remind us of cytoskeletal arcs in the gliding dynamics of single filaments [26, 30, 37, 70] , bundles [18, 23, 34, 53, 59] , and in collective motion [55] . Those can be characterized by loop size and rotation direction of filaments in a loop. Typical diameters of arcs of single filaments, bundles and collective motions were about 2, 5 and 400 µm, respectively. Rotation directions of single filament and bundle loops were unidirectional, while that of collective motions was bidirectional. Loops in our experiments are similar to the bundle loop in size and rotation direction. Here, we show the fact that the model proposed above can recapitulate this loop structure by adding a small change. We added the interaction term expressing the contact following into Eq. (11), which is now rewritten by
reflecting the following observations. When two microtubules collided with each other, their direction after the collision did not always get the average direction of in-coming directions. Rather, seemingly the MT bumping into the backside of another MT had the tendency to follow it. The result is demonstrated in Fig.  11 (d) for α CF = 1.0, α = 1.0, β = 0.05 and ρ = 0.5 (the other parameters are the same as above), which actually shows the loop structure. However, this loop structure seems shrinking and unstable for longer time.
The similar loop structure is observed transiently in the numerical simulation of the self-propelled system with the visual corn [5, 46] .
Discussion
This study reasoned the effect of volume exclusion on collective motion whose symmetry is polar motion and nematic alignment, and found that excessively strong volume exclusion works to destroy orientation order and form clusters. Our findings explain previous works [20, 24, 44, 47, 55, 69] according to the volume exclusion effect. The probability of crossing in the motility assay with actins and myosins by S. Hussain et al [20] is about 50%, and that with MTs and dyneins by Y. Sumino et al. [55] is about 20%, and that with microtubules and kinesins adding methylcellulose by Inoue et al. [24] is about 50%. All these systems give high orientational order. Also, elongated E. coli confined in a quasi-two-dimensional chamber, where E. coli can cross over with each other, also showed the true long-range orientational order [44] . These results can be interpreted as the consequence that high crossing-over probability and alignment interaction can form orientational order. In contrast, the systems in which crossing-over is prohibited, like Myxobacteria by F. Peruani et al. [47] and B.subtilis by H. P. Zhang et al. [69] , formed the moving cluster pattern and did not exhibit any orientational order. Our results are consistent with these results, i.e. orientational order emerges at low kinesin density where MTs are able to cross over, and LGS emerge at high density where they cannot cross over. It may seem strange that lower orientation order is made by stronger excluded volume effects, by which one may expect also stronger alignment effect. According to statistics of binary collisions, nematic interaction dose not disappear even when volume exclusion is weaker. Based on this, our numerical model can implement the strength of alignment independently from the volume exclusion strength.
Furthermore, previous insight and our results in Fig. 9 (d) suggest that highly packed self-propelled rods show high orientational order [2, 40] . When area fractions of particles are close to 1, every particles are surrounded by others and aligned to the same direction. The mechanism to form these ordered patterns are common to highly packed rods including those reverting their motile direction occasionally, for example, fluidized granular rods, myxobacteria, and neural stem cells [29, 41, 65] . Theoretically, this high orientation order is considered as a quasi long range order [9] for so called "active nematics" with bi-directional motion with nematic interaction. Difference between uni-and bi-directional motion would appear in the regime of middle area fraction. When there is enough room to move around, unidirectional motile particles gather and form asters and vortices [3, 33, 42, 62] . On the other hand, bidirectional motile particles can escape from such aster and vortex structures by reverting its direction of motion. It would be assumed that reversal time of direction of motion would be a parameter determining whether these structures are stable or not.
Critical densities obtained in experiments can be compared with those in numerical simulations. The length scale of experimental results is normalized by a half of the typical MT length ℓ/2 ∼ 2.5 µm. As a result, the normalized critical densities from disorder to "liquid-gas-like phase separation (LGS)" state ρ
LGS c and to the coexistence of ordered and disordered phases ρ LGS cs < ρ CO cs . In experiment, various striking patterns appeared. Loops and moving cluster could be due to the contact following which appear to act when the volume exclusion is high. Actually, as shown in Sec.3.4, contact following can yield loops and moving cluster and keep them for a while. In addition, loops are the typical structure of unidirectional motile rods with strong volume exclusion at middle density. Comparing their size and rotation direction, loops in our experiment are similar to the bundle loops in previous studies [18, 23, 27, 34, 53, 59] . However, origins of alignment interaction are different. Previous studies used crosslinkers while we confined MTs to increased the kinesin density without cross-linkers. Although interaction details are different, we believe almost the same mechanism to form loops are working because alignment behaviors of colliding filaments are common.
Conclusions
In summary, we focused on the effect of volume exclusion on global patterns of collective motions with motility assay using microtubule (MT) and kinesin in order to give a unified view for patterns reported in previous studies. We varied the strength of volume exclusion between MTs, i.e. the probability of MT overlapping in collision, by changing the kinesin density. MTs at low kinesin density could cross over. Meanwhile, those at high kinesin density did not cross over, rather often show perfect alignment more frequently. Surprisingly, however, we found that the orientational order emerged when volume exclusion is weak, whereas the cluster patterns without the orientational order emerged when volume exclusion was strong. We also found the MT density-dependency of patterns. Firstly, near the critical density, static appearances of MTs change from disordered to patterned states, which includes the nematic band or the coexistence of ordered and disordered phases, "long-range orientational order (LOO)" and "liquid-gas-like phase separation (LGS)" states. The critical density was found to depend on the kinesin density. Secondly, dynamical appearance of MTs in the LGS state changed from "moving clusters" to "aggregation" when we increased MT density. Numerical simulation confirmed that whether the system is in disordered or patterned states depends on the object density. Moreover it could recapture characteristics of patterns in experiment, i.e. the coexistence of ordered and disordered phases, the LOO and LGS states, under proper strength of volume exclusion.
To our best knowledge, this study reports the first experimental results showing the effect of volume exclusion directly. It shows that controlling the strength of volume exclusion can produce both long-range alignment and clusters. Although our study focused on experimental systems where elements move unidirectional and interact nematically, this approach is expected to be applied to other sets of symmetry of motion and interaction in future works.
